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wished to add. Mr. Clark had given the most excellent

account they could have, and a better summary he had

never heard. He asked whether the mounds which Mr.

Clark only slightly mentioned as being of the Roman

period might not, as a general rule, be put down to the

8th or the beginning of the 9th century.

Mr. Clark : Yes ; but I took it from the 8th to the

10th century.

The President announced that they had now a very

rare opportunity of adding a very important item to the

parochial history of the county. The Provost of Eton

had brought down with him a large number of medi£eval

deeds connected with the parish of Stoke Courcy, and had

prepared a calendar, which he had been kind enough to

promise to revise and place on their Transactions. Those

documents would be most important in preparing a history

of the county, and he hoped that the example would be

but the commencement of many others.

The Rev. The Provost of Eton, at the Presidents

invitation, remarked that the rare and large collection of

documents which he had brought with him, were interesting

in a great many ways. They contained records of many

of the old families in the county from about the year 1160

to 1440. Some of the deeds were very old, and the Priory

to which they referred was founded about 1150 or 1170.

He had made a list of the documents, which though im-

perfect, he should be happy to enlarge and place at the

disposal of the Society.

The Reverend Prebendary Scarth said that he had

found an old deed in connection with his parish, dated

1447, relating to the transfer of some property from the

rector of the church to the parish.

Mr. J. Batten remarked that the seals attached to the
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documents brought down by the Provost of Eton were

very curious and quite unique.

The Rev. Canon Meade read a notice of a jewel

—

a

blue sapphire—which had been lately lent by the Lord-

Lieutenant of the County to the South Kensington

Museum. The paper was as follows :

—

The stone now set as a brooch, was originally a ring

;

it is a large and fine coloured blue sapphire, but the history

attached to it is that which chiefly renders it interesting.

Soon after the death of Essex, Queen Elizabeth began

to feel symptoms of that sickness which carried her to her

grave. Neglected by most of her courtiers, mortified and

depressed, she had not energy or resolution to take any

definite step in preparation for the sad event which was

clearly approaching, and particularly for making known

her views with respect to the succession of the crown.

She could not bear to hear the proposal mooted by those

around her of sending for the King of Scots. When it

was clear that the Queen^s last hour was. at hand, the

Lord Privy Seal and others of the Ministry prayed her to

name her successor. She answered, with some diflSculty,

in the oracular sentence, that “ Her throne was the throne

of Kings, and that she would have no mean person to suc-

ceed her.^^ It was at this time, the tradition says, at the

very moment of the Queen’s death. Lady Scrope, who

was in attendance at Kensington Palace, looked out of a

window and, perceiving her cousin Robert Cary (after-

wards Earl of Monmouth) passing by, threw out to him

the ring, pointing at the same time with earnest gesticu-

lation to the North. Cary, whether forewarned or not,

understood what was intended, took horse, and rode to

Scotland, and, obtaining an audience of King James in-

formed him of the Royal death at Kensington Palace,


